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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. There's a reason we named the Ram our Truck of
the Yeart. Offered in more than 10 trim levels and many drivetrain, cab, and bed combinations,
the Ram is a versatile truck made even better for Three engine choices are available for the Ram
New for , the 3. Our judges were blown away by the smooth, quiet driving experienceâ€¦The
Pentastar even sounds good for a V-6, and the combination of engine and transmission makes
for a surprisingly good entry-level truck. Mated to a six-speed automatic, the 4. The Tradesman
also has the option of the Pentastar V-6, and gets such standard features as cruise control, air
conditioning, automatic headlights, a USB port, and hill-start assist. The Hemi 5. The 5. A
six-speed automatic transmission is standard, but the eight-speed unit is also available for the
Hemi. With four-wheel drive, the 5. Eight-speed-equipped models also get start-stop capability
and active grille shutters to help improve fuel economy, and all Ram models receive fuel-saving
electric power steering for Regular, quad, and crew cab styles are available, and bed lengths
range from 5'7" to 8' depending on trim selection. The Ram can tow up to 10, pounds,
depending on trim and equipment. An available air suspension adjusts automatically or
manually through five driver-selectable modes. We liked the Ram 's air suspension during our
Truck of the Year program, saying, "The addition of air suspension is a giant leap for half-ton
trucks. While coil springs are a big advancement over leaf springs, trucks have to be able to
carry such a range of weight loads, from a single person to five passengers and a bed full of
cargo, that a single spring rate just doesn't seem adequate. Like the rest of the truck, the
interior can be appointed however you like, with just your basic workaday amenities or a fully
loaded luxury cabin. Chrysler's Uconnect infotainment system is available on most models, and
comes with an 8. A navigation system is also available, though we had issues with it in our
tests. However, the scored "marginal" ratings in the roof strength and side impact tests. The
Ram was refreshed for , receiving a new Pentastar V-6 engine and an updated Hemi V-8 engine.
All V-6 models receive an eight-speed automatic transmission with start-stop and active grille
shutters. The eight-speed is also available on Hemi models. The Hemi V-8 is still a winner, bit
the V-6 powertrain needs an upgrade. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair
Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to
bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Ram Expert Review
motortrendauthor. Versatility V-6 fuel economy Available air suspension. Finding parking
Navigation system Steering wheel shift buttons. Expand All Vehicle Overview. All Model Years A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built

up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. With a winning combination of strong
powertrains, a smooth ride and a well-trimmed cabin, the Ram is our top pick in the full-size
pickup truck segment. You might not have noticed that the Ram has just undergone a rather
mild face-lift. First off, the base engine is no longer something to be ignored as you spec out
your new truck. While the previous V6 had neither good performance nor good fuel economy
going for it, the new 3. Other advances in efficiency include available stop-start technology and
a new standard eight-speed automatic transmission that also pays dividends when towing. And
the worthwhile changes don't stop with the powertrain, as the Ram 's frame has been
redesigned. It's both stronger and lighter, while a newly available air suspension offers five
different settings for ride height and a total ride-height adjustment span of 4 inches. This means
owners can raise the for better ground clearance or lower it for better fuel efficiency and easier
entry and exit for occupants. The air suspension also has automatic load-leveling functionality,
helping to improve towing and hauling performance. Other new conveniences include
power-folding mirrors, power stainless-steel running boards, a power rear-sliding window with
defrost, and a central locking mechanism that also secures the tailgate and RamBox cargo
system with one button. New for , the Ram Crew Cab will also offer an optional full-size, 6-foot-4
cargo bed. And although the Ram already arguably had the nicest cabin in its class, it's even
nicer now. With so much capability and luxury, the Ram stands out because it makes an
owner's life easier and more comfortable, while still offering the sort of capability you expect
from a pickup. In this way, most variations of the Ram stand above their respective competitors:
the Chevy Silverado , Ford F and Toyota Tundra. It's hard to go wrong with any of those full-size
trucks, but if you want the one that feels the most advanced, the Ram ranks as our favorite. The
Ram is a full-size pickup available in multiple body styles. The regular cab seats three and is
available with either a 6-footinch or 8-foot cargo bed. The extended cab "Quad Cab" can seat up
to six and comes only with the 6-foot-4 bed. The Crew Cab expands rear-seat legroom even
farther, and is available with either a 5-foot-7 or 6-foot-4 bed. Options for the Tradesman include
the Power and Remote Entry Group that adds keyless entry and power locks, mirrors and
windows. The ST Popular Equipment Group provides keyless entry, cloth upholstery, carpeting
and satellite radio. The SLT includes all of the above except the spray-in bedliner and adds inch
alloy wheels, chrome exterior trim, a power-sliding rear window, satellite radio and dual
gloveboxes. The Luxury Group adds power-folding outside mirrors with integrated turn signals
and puddle lamps , an auto-dimming rearview mirror, additional interior lighting, an overhead
console with garage opener , illuminated vanity mirrors, a leather-wrapped steering wheel with
audio controls and a 7-inch multifunction in-dash display. Many of the features incorporated
into the upper trim levels of the Ram as standard equipment can be had on the lower trims as
options. There are also a variety of packages depending on trim level available as well. The
Outdoorsman only available on four-wheel-drive trucks includes gray bumpers, a larger gas
tank, underbody skid plates, tow hooks, all-terrain tires, a limited-slip rear differential, cloth
bucket seats with console, two-tone paint and fender flares. The Lone Star Texas only and Big
Horn everywhere but Texas are similar in that they bundle together a bunch of the SLT's
optional equipment along with special badging and trim. Other notable options include an air
suspension optional for Quad and Crew Cab models only , mobile WiFi capability and
smartphone app integration. Standard on the SLT, the new 3. The new V6 is matched to an
eight-speed automatic transmission the only available gearbox. The latter is controlled not with
a traditional gearshift lever but instead with a rotary "e-shift" knob on the instrument panel,
which either frees up storage space in the console or replaces the clunky old column selector.
Two-wheel or four-wheel drive is available. That's fairly quick for a full-size pickup, let alone one

with four doors and powered by a V6. The Ram also offers two V8s. Standard for the other trims
is a 5. Both are matched to a six-speed automatic gearbox until a bit later in the model year,
when the 5. Properly equipped, a Ram V6 can tow up to 6, pounds, which Edmunds testing
confirmed is a reasonable expectation. One with the 5. Standard safety equipment on the Ram
includes four-wheel antilock disc brakes, stability control, hill-start assist, trailer-sway control,
front-seat side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. A fully integrated trailer brake
control is optional. During Edmunds testing, a 2WD Quad Cab V6 came to a stop from 60 mph in
feet, which is average for a similar full-size pickup. Whether jockeying with city traffic or
merging onto a fast-running freeway, the Ram moves out swiftly and smoothly whether the V6
or the V8 is doing business. Gear changes from the new eight-speed automatic are
imperceptible so the transmission never feels busy, as you might expect with so many gears.
It's also a benefit when towing, as there are more ratios available to achieve an ideal engine
rpm, and it could even limit your need to get a different axle ratio. As you'd expect, the V8 is a
better choice for heavier towing tasks, given its notably greater torque outputs. From behind the
wheel, the Ram feels less like a truck than its competitors in terms of its ride quality and
steering. Running at speed on the freeway, the Ram is impressively quiet and composed thanks
to its coil-spring rear suspension, making it well suited for long-distance drives. It gets better
when fitted with the available air suspension. Not only does it deliver an even more supple ride,
but a switch on the dash allows the truck to drop 2 inches to ease liftover and step-in heights
when parked. Two off-road settings also allow increases of 1. The suspension automatically
drops 0. The Ram 's cabin is as good as it gets in the pickup segment. Even the lower trim
levels boast an attractive design, with quality materials and intuitive controls that are
reasonably easy to reach, while the luxurious Laramie's wood-grain trim and leather upholstery
is predictably posh. The front seats are soft, yet strike an adequate balance between support
and comfort. The crew cab's rear seat is very comfortable, offering loads of legroom and an
agreeable seatback angle. This year brings two new touchscreen interfaces -- one 5 inches, the
other 8. The touch buttons are large and easy to see at a glance, while physical knobs and
buttons provide much appreciated redundant control. The Ram provides plenty of standard and
optional storage spaces. Unique to the Ram is the optional RamBox feature, which places a pair
of lockable compartments over the rear fenders inside the truck bed. Park a Ram in plain sight
at your local home improvement store and a random shopper will likely push his cart straight
past without a glance. The Ram's new midcycle refresh just isn't that dramatic on the outside.
After all, the Ram's cab, hood, front fenders and bed look no different. Its headlights and
taillights appear similar and fit into the same openings. The only substantive new styling
element is a larger grille that gapes about an inch lower at the bottom lip, with a resculpted front
fascia and bumper styling to match. But that "carryover" hood is now made of aluminum and
weighs a full 26 pounds less. The use of high-strength steel in the reshaped front bumper lops
off another 4 pounds. Then there are the active shutters that lurk behind the enlarged grille to
improve aerodynamics when cooling demands are low. All together, the subtle front styling
tweaks help shave critical points off the drag coefficient, dropping it from 0. If you smell an
emphasis on improved fuel economy, you would be right. But these changes are mere tweaks
compared to the Ram 's big improvements that are hidden out of sight. Pentastar Equipped That
aluminum hood conceals the most familiar of the Ram's improvements. That would be the
horsepower 3. Compared to the 3. In so doing it transforms the Ram V6 offering from a
loss-leader no one wanted to a legitimate choice worthy of serious consideration. Unlike last
year, you can pair the V6 with four-wheel drive. The result is surprisingly good as there's
enough motivation on tap to make us buy into Ram's 7. The Nashville-area roads we're driving
today don't feature the sorts of grades we're used to back home, but in this environment, at
least, the Pentastar goes about its business smoothly, with no thrashing or shortness of breath.
Eight Is Enough A heaping helping of credit goes to the revolutionary piece of pickup hardware
the Pentastar is bolted to, a new eight-speed Torque-Flite automatic transmission. For now this
gearbox code name: 8HP45 is limited to use with the Pentastar V6, but a beefier 8HP70 version
will come out for the 5. The presence of eight closely spaced gears means its torque converter
is not a particularly slushy one, and since the added ratios primarily tighten the gaps at the low
end it's able to lock up readily in any gear, right from the get-go, for increased efficiency. For
our part it's hard to detect a distinct progression through the transmission's eight ratios. We
expected lots of activity, but the gear changes are so smooth they're often hard to pick out.
Instead the Ram motors along confidently, the V6 never far from its sweet spot as the electronic
brain quietly chooses from among 40 available shift strategies as needed. The engineers at Ram
say this has rendered the familiar tow-haul switch unnecessary, even with a tow rating of 6,
pounds, some 2, more than the old V6 setup. We'll reserve judgment until we test it on steeper
terrain with a sufficient burden latched behind, but manual shifting via a thumb-operated

steering button is available if they're wrong. Stronger Bones Drilling farther down we get to the
very frame itself, which has been redesigned to incorporate high strength steel, hydroformed
sub assemblies and larger cab mounts. Ram engineers tell us the reworked skeleton delivers
significant improvements in torsional stiffness, noise, vibration and harshness while managing
to shed up to 30 pounds of weight. Along with the frame's new structural changes, there's a new
size offering, too. It's a Running along that frame is an entirely new wire harness that does more
than passively supply power to all the subsystems; it's more of a smart grid that can also
communicate effectively with them. Things like the electric fuel pump and engine cooling fan
can now be adjusted to meet demand. Additional fuel savings and NVH improvements come
from changing the Ram over to electric power steering. Feel and composure are improved over
the old hydraulic setup, but we could use a smidge more natural return-to-center behavior. That
said, an F provided for comparison suggests the tables may have been turned on Ford, as the
EPS calibration in that truck seems to have backslid from our favorable initial first drive and full
test impressions toward a bygone era of overboosted numbness. Riding on Air There are
significant suspension upgrades as well. The front end's upper control and lower control arms
are lighter, with the lower ones making the switch to aluminum. We're unable to say exactly how
this unsprung weight reduction affects ride and handling, though, because our test truck is also
equipped with a significant new option: four-wheel height-adjustable Ram Active Level air
suspension. The Ram's exclusive use of a five-link axle and rear coil springs made this
relatively simple to execute by swapping out the coil springs for airbags at each corner. Height
sensors, a compressor, under-bed accumulators and a control system add or subtract air to
keep the vehicle at its normal ride height no matter how the truck is loaded. A switch on the
dash allows the truck to kneel 2 inches to ease liftover and step-in heights when parked. As
expected, the ride is buttery-smooth much of the time, filtering out coarse textures as only air
springs can. On a handful of rougher surfaces, though, the ride seems a tad tight, giving the
impression that the bump stops are closer at hand. More time on familiar home soil will prove
whether this means much. Take a Seat Our long-term Ram Laramie was certainly a pleasant
place to sit, but the Ram is markedly better. And the center console is more spacious
becauseâ€¦hey, where's the shifter? Turns out a mechanical linkage can't handle eight gears,
and Ram designers seized this opportunity to replace the clunky column and console shifters
with a chunky rotary knob mounted just to the right of the ignition key. Positive detents give it
appropriate heft, and it's less odd to use than we expected â€” certainly less weird than any
goofy Prius joystick. New for is a large 7-inch TFT display between the speedometer and
tachometer. Switches on the steering wheel provide access to numerous data screens, ranging
from towing and off-road status to real-time readouts of transmission temperature and the like.
Or you can choose a big, fat digital speedometer. There's also a new 8. It's a massive step up
from the previous setup, and within minutes of use it's clear to us this interface is likely more
responsive and intuitive than anything coming from the competition. As for the Ram V8s, the 4.
The marquee 5. No EPA fuel economy hints are available for this combo just yet, but the hidden
improvements detailed above apply equally here. It's no surprise that the average parking lot
pedestrian would overlook all of the Ram's improvements. To him the new Ram looked like it
had a few minor upgrades; a good job, but nothing special. Lurking beneath the surface,
however, are substantive improvements that make the Ram a significantly more competitive
pickup. Whether it's better mileage you're after, a more useful interior or an innovative new
suspension, this Ram delivers in ways that you'll never expect from just looking at it. Edmunds
attended a manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected members of the press were
invited, to facilitate this report. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Shop Edmunds' car,
SUV, and truck listings of over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used, or certified
pre-owned CPO Ram for sale near. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then
select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ram Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ram lease specials
Check out Ram lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Fewer desirable engine choices than rivals. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The

Ram gets a stronger V6, a stronger frame, an eight-speed transmission and a truckload of
comfort and convenience technology. Read more. Write a review See all 46 reviews. This is a
luxury truck, not a job site truck. I've got miles on my truck now, it's white with gold two tone,
with the cattle tan interior. I intentionally avoided the laser etched filigree seats as to me, it
would have been too much country. Options I have are the 8 speed rotary dial transmission, the
multi-level air suspension, Rambox storage, and each of those options to me are an absolute
necessity when getting this top of the line model. Read less. The 8 speed makes this truck,
along with the Interior I am in love with the 13 Ram Laramie 4x4 8speed Hemi! The engine and
8speed trans is buttery smooth and the 8 speed allows you to really harness the hp hemi
making it VERY fun to drive. Yes, it is that nice. I drove the 6. My best advice is, don't think of
this as a RAM of old, this is a completely new animal. Very Awesome! MPG is also unreal All of
these trucks are great and you can't go wrong honestly with any of these amazing vehicles. For
me, I'm a father of two Boy 12, Daughter 10 and a husband. I worked for the military for 20 years
and have always wanted a loaded truck for retirement with money not being an object I still want
a good deal though. I didn't need a 4X4 because I never needed it on my Ridgeline so I opted for
the two wheel drive and comfort over off road duties. So the Good: This Laramie is a looker! It
just looks amazing with it's aggressive stance and chrome grill and trim. The quality is excellent
both inside and out. The interior is not a clone interior like the Mustang and the F share just
about identical interiors. High tech LCD, customizable cluster with analog display as well that
are integrated to the central display console in the dash. The blue tooth works like a champ and
it very easy and intuitive to use. Navigation is good, but it'll never replace your phone. The
sound system is amazing with clarity, volume, and bass! The ride is like floating and it is very
easy to maneuver this beast, especially with the built in back up camera with guiding backup
assist that is responsive to your steering inputs! Very cool. We towed a camper behind us with
zero problems, it was like it wasn't even there. Exhaust sounds deep and strong and the
acceleration gets you up to highway speeds and out of trouble FAST!!! The kids are comfortable
in the back with plenty of leg room, and when the kids aren't there and you're grabbing
groceries, the seats flip up with mini LEDs that light your rear cab located under the seats. Lots
of hidden compartments in the front and the back to squirrel away bungie cords, first aid kits,
tie down straps, jumper cables etc I get compliments from people all the time on this truck,
she's a looker, has a great personality, strong, smart, and gets along with the family, all for a
decent price! With all the accessories and options, as well as the leather, 5. Did I not mention
that it looks amazing?! The cover for my tail hitch bolt cracked and came off making it look ugly
Petty, I know but the cover failed and cracked then fell off. It has a back up camera, but it really
needs front sensors too Overall: As you can see, the good vastly outweighs the negative. Ram
nailed it and I see RAM trucks everywhere now. Beautiful and comfortable, purchased as
executive transport and winter vehicle. Handling in snow is excellent with 4WD Auto. See all 46
reviews of the Used Ram Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No
Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4
average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up. Please give us a call at
the phone number located on the bottom of your order confirmation email for further
assistance. Parts Description: Finished in chrome, these Wheel Locks offer maximum
protection for your wheels. Each kit includes four locking lug nuts and an exclusive Mopar key
cre Parts Description: These black all-weather floor mats feature a robust design made to
completely cover the foot well areas in your truck keeping mud and slush at bay. It is free
wheeling" when l Parts Description: Add functionality and style. Side steps are chromed
aluminum, and feature extra-wide textured stepping surfaces for easy entry and exit. These
steps f Parts Description: 12,lb tow rating, 1,lb tongue weight rating with weight distributing
equipment, otherwise 5,lb. Parts Description: 'Emergency Tire Inflator Kit, includes tire
compressor and tire sealant canister assembled in single unit'. Parts Description:
Roof-mounted, set of 5 lights Clear lenses with amber bulbs -Recommended for install on
non-sunroof vehicles. Finished in Flash Chrome. Fits wheels with 63 mm center cap opening.
Parts Description: Designed for your Ram using the exclusive Mopar key codes, this Spare Tire
Lock offers maximum protection for your spare. Includes an exclusive M Parts Description:
Skid-resistant, ribbed construction keeps cargo in place and promotes water drainage from bed.
Molded of high-density polyethylene blend. Parts Description: 6. Parts Description: With the
Bed Extender, you can fit more in the bed of your truck by extending the bed with the tailgate
down. Made of robust black painted aluminum Designed to fit Crew Cab trucks equipped with 5.
Steps are five-inch oval tubes with Flash Chrome Finish. A Bracke Fits Crew Cab trucks. Pricing
indicates the individual tubular side step pri This 2 diameter ball has a 1" diameter shank and is
rated to handle 6, lbs. Refer to your The adapter features a 1" ball shank, is Requires Rail Kit
Parts Description: Kit includes jumper cables, flashlight with batteries screwdrivers, pliers,

electrical tape, safety triangle, blanket, bungee cord and gloves. All c Set of four for both the
front and rear sills. Easy to install. Parts Description: Trailer Tow Wiring Adapter converts
seven-way round connector to four-way flat connector. Pricing shown illustrates the individual
tube step price. The MSQ on thi Parts Description: Tow Hooks, Black. Front, set of two. Same as
production. For trucks with steel bumpers. Chrome finish AB. The MS Finished in Flash Chro
Part number includes installation cost. Fully tested to meet OCS requirements. Parts
Description: These brown all-weather floor mats feature a robust design made to completely
cover the foot well areas in your truck keeping mud and slush at bay. Includes L" bracket and
way pigtail, splicing required. Part number does not include installation cost. Fully tested to
meet OCS require Parts Description: Help protect the lower bodyside panels from damage
caused by gravel, salt and road debris. Guards feature a durable rubber material and are easy to
i Includes single-piece fuel door with production-style hinge. Parts Description: Help protect the
lower body side panels from damaged caused by gravel, salt and road debris. Guards feature a
durable rubber material and are easy to Parts Description: The roof-mounted Cargo Net is
designed to stretch over the contents of your Cargo Basket to keep them secure. This Black
elastic net is durable and h Parts Description: Brushed stainless steel with laser-etched Ram
logo. Parts Description: Turn your glovebox into a secure compartment with this locking kit.
This wide-angle lens camera improves Parts Description: Roof Mount, upright mounted bike
carrier for one bicycle. Automatic self-adjusting jaws for perfect bike clamping every time.
Accommodates bike fram Parts Description: 5. Set of 4. Aggressive Off-Road styling with added
tire coverage and b For 8. Parts Description: Black - Same as production wheel flares. Parts
Description: Battery Blanket, fits batteries with 28 to 36" perimeter". Chrome finish AC. Refer to
For 5. Parts Description: Roof-mount, fork-mount bike carrier for one bicycle. Reinforced head
combines aerodynamics, durability, and style. Includes a secure skewer for fast l The minimum
sales quantity MSQ on Parts Description: Conventional Bed Sliding Tool Box - Durable
aluminum toolbox with easy access lid, protective seal coat, stainless steel hinges, locking
handle, and c The MSQ on Designed to fit Crew Cab trucks equipped with a 5. Pricing sh Set
includes left and right door sills. Not for trucks with Air Suspension. The MSQ on this Parts
Description: Complete Backup Camera Kit, displays image in replacement rearview mirror
included. State-of-the-art, wide-angle camera helps improve rear-view visi Includes T-slots for
carrier installation. Parts Description: Chrome steel, 2 diameter, 5. Pricing shown illustrates the
individual Parts Description: Chrome steel, 2 diameter, 6. Fully tested to meet OCS requir Parts
Description: Mopar Premium touch-up Spray Paint is an easy-to-use, high-quality, fast-drying,
acrylic lacquer aerosol paint specially formulated to match the exact Cannot be installed on
Rambox applications. Parts Description: 8. For vehicles without a sunroof. Includes two sets of
IR headphones and a remote Parts Description: Hood with Integrated Scoops, E-Coated Ready
for Paint , Includes sheet metal hood assembly, non-functional integrated scoops and paintable
bezels or Single-lid Opening. Primed with a medium Grained Textured Finish ready for paint.
Parts Description: Hood Graphic, production-style, Carbon Fiber pattern, one-piece decal for
center area of hood of Ram truck. Single Lid Opening. Measures 70L x 20W x 17"D. Maximum
capacity -- Lbs Weather resistant Neoprene material'. Includes tailgate cover. Set of four. Fits
both Crew Cab and Mega Cab trucks. Fits Quad Cab trucks. The M Pricing shown illustrates the
individual tube piece price. The MSQ o Pricing shown illustrates the individual tube piec Fits
Regular Cab trucks. Pricing indicates the individual tubular side ste Pricing shown illustrates
the individual tu State-of-the-art, wide-angle camera helps improve rear-view v Parts
Description: In-Vehicle Wireless Charging, conductive charger replaces center stack storage
binMust be used with phone specific charging case. Currently available Uconnect ph Contact
Us. Click To Call. Please Select Wish List. Enter Quote Number If you were previously given a
quote number you may enter it below. Filter by Categories. View on Car. Wheel Locks. Add To
Cart. Locking Gas Cap. Hitch Receiver. Hitch Plug. Splash Guards. Emergency Kit for Tire
Repair. Running Lights. Center Caps. Spare Tire Lock. Rear View Camera. Drop-In Bedliner for
6. Tonneau Cover, Soft Roll Up - 6. Front Air Deflector. Bed Liner. Bed Mat. Bed Extender. Hitch
Receiver Plug. Hitch Ball. Ball Mount Adapter. Tonneau Cover, Hard Folding -- 6. Roadside
Safety Kit. Trailer Tow Wiring Adapter. Soft Roll up Tonneau. Lockable Storage. Tow Hooks.
Tonneau Cover, Hard Folding -- 5. Cold Air Intake. Katzkin Leather. Hitch Wiring. Tonneau
Cover, Tri-Fold -- 5. RamBox - Cargo Management. Fuel Filler Door. Ski and Snowboard Carrier.
Tonneau Cover, Hard Folding for 6. Soft Tri-Fold Tonneau Cover - 6. Bed Step -- Corner Single
Exhau
hyundai sonata esc
kia radio wiring
neck parts diagram

st. Pedal Kit. Cargo Net. Door Sill Guards. Glovebox Lock Kit. Bike Carrier. Ram Air Kit. Lift Kit.
Wheel Flares. Tonneau Cover, Soft Roll Up - 8. Drop-In Bedliner for 8' Conventional Bed. Remote
Start. Catback Exhaust. Tonneau Cover, Hard Folding -- 8. Leather Interior. Battery Blanket.
Tailgate Cover. Skid Plate. Tonneau Cover. RamBox Holster. Tool Box. Exhaust Tip. Tubular
Side Steps - Pallet. Integrated Trailer Brake Controller. Door Sill Guards - Regular Cab. Door
Handles. Sport Utility Bars. Bed Rails. Touch-Up Paint Pen - Brt. Silver Met. Touch-Up Spray
Paint - Brt. Bed Protector. Bed Rails for 5'7 Conventional Bed". Soft Tri-Fold Tonneau Cover - 8.
Conventional Box Only. Bright Aluminum. Black Aluminum. Running Boards. Bright Aluminum
Non-Diesel Only. Black Aluminum Non-Diesel Only. Mopar Hood Graphic. Hood Graphic. Bed
Step. Seat Covers. Ambient Lighting. Side Steps. Side Window Air Deflector. Side Window Air
Deflectors. Crew Cab 6. Wireless Cell Phone Charger. Hands Free Kit.

